
I wish to congratulate you for the formation of Indian Muslims for Progress and Reforms. It 

is an honour for me to introduce myself Professor Irfan Zaheer Khan( Professor of 

Medicinal Chemistry), at the University of Maiduguri, Nigeria. This is my observation I want 

to share with you first if muslim parents are not educated let them educate themselves and 

after that they should educate their children. We should always promote scientific 

education because today’s need is artificial intelligence, robotics, atomization, 

nanotechnology, space technology, drone technology, biometric recognition 

technology,finger print scanning technologies, software/hardware, remote sensing 

technology,IR, UV and VGA graphics in computer technology. Today China is superior 

because of Space technology and electromagnetic frequency it is not by volume but by 

quality. Today it will be virtual frequency war. India is no match to Space technology. We 

must know that we are in digital age where smartphones are our necessities. Anyway 

promote scientific education with today’s skill and demand. All muslim parents should not 

compromise on quality of skilled scientific education.Also don’t ignore your children’s 

slightest misguidance from education and please we shouldn’t use our personal, political 

contacts or sources to promote our child by manipulating in their education, if they fail, let 

them fail and improve by hard work. Muslims are world’s biggest and strongest population 

(1.8 billion roughly). All we need is to identify and explore ourselves. Our victory and 

success is in our SKILL, KNOWLEDGE AND CREATIVITY,and nothing els. What makes a 

community developed and prosperous. The obvious indicators Education and creation of 

wealth. The real wealth of a community lies in classrooms and laboratories not in banks. 

Muslims must go for inclusive education the philosophy behind is that every needy muslim 

child has to be provided with comparable high tech education of today’s requirements.Let 

education is given in his or her environment,culture, or her/his own space,location. 

Education should be inclusive. 

THERE IS ALWAYS CHANCE OF IMPROVEMENT PROVIDED WE ARE READY TO CHANGE 

OUR ATTITUDE IN GENERAL. 
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